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Do what I got to do to survive By Latoya Kidd

My name is Gabriel and me here to tell you how she turned from a church girl to a killer
and gang banging. When Gabriel was thirteen years old, she met a man named Pedro who said
that he would love and take care of me and he would love me. But that all changed when I
become pregnant with his twin girls. Pedro told me that he does not think that Pedro can handle
the responsibilities and the money that comes along with so Gabriel was kicked out and Pedro
told me not to call him anymore. Gabriel decided to call my parents and ask if I can stay with
them for a while, but they told Gabriel that they would adopt the children out. Gabriel does not
want another parent raising my children and then my friend said, “I got friends that would look
out for you and there is a leader who runs everything including the girls. You got to do as he
says.” Then Gabriel looked around and thought how was Gabriel going to survive out on the
streets with the society My friend named Christopher looked at Gabriel and said, “you got to
prove your loyalty and that is stealing from Pedro and he will tell you the rest.” I begin to think
about the father of my children how he kicked me out because he did not want to handle the
responsibilities
When Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías
along with Gabriel and Miguel arrived at Pedro’s, Gabriel looked outside of my window and
there he was sleeping and then I begin to get angry and then she went and looked outside of his
kitchen window and saw Pedro’s walled and then Gabriel quietly crawled through the kitchen
window and took the wallet the keys to the car and got into the car and I drove off. At that
moment the father of the children woke up and looked out of the window and saw us driving off
in the car.
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As soon as Christopher and Gabriel got onto the road Gabriel said, “where is this place
and then Christopher said, “it’s an old movie set and you will meet some of the girls and guys
and then I said, “what if I have to give birth then Christopher said, “don’t worry about he will tell
the clan what to do.”
When Christopher and Gabriel arrived at the whole movie set, I met his friends named
Rodrigo, Enzo, León, Simón, Valentín, Erick, Andrés they welcomed me in and then I had to see
the master of the group named Santiago and he looked at me and said, “a word we don’t use is
“why?” Then Gabriel looked around and the place was creepy and then he gave me a new name
and it was Brenda. That was my new name and the old me was erased and the new me has risen.
Now it’s night time and Rodrigo, Enzo, León, Simón, Valentín, Erick, Andrés with
Gabriel and Miguel gathered around for dinner and Gabriel looked at my friend named
Christopher and said, “how do we go for food?” then Christopher looked at me and said, “We
find food it can be in the trash can at the or food that has been thrown away.” Gabriel begins to
turn green and then she said, “it’s good and safe, we have cut ourselves from the piggies the
people of society who have cars and money. The group believes that they should share some
with us.
When dinner was over Rodrigo, Enzo, León, Simón, Valentín, Erick, Andrés, space had
gotten into the car and Santiago said to them a man owes us some money and he refuses to pay to
kill him and take any money hay you find then one of the girls drove off. Gabriel looked at
everybody and thought how can I steal from this person they might have things they need or
things that they have to pay.” And Lucas said, “it’s their fault they should share.
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When Rodrigo, Enzo, León, Simón, Valentín, Erick, Andrés along with Gabriel and
Miguel, arrived at the victim's home, we quietly got out of the car except me because I was
pregnant and I would be too slow but they told me to keep a lookout and if they see something
sensuous then let us know and they are gone.
As soon as Lucas got home, he watching television when Lucas stood in front of the tv
and said, “you get money and we want it and then said, “I am not giving you anything and one of
the girls so took any money that they found and got into the car and Andrés drove off.
When Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías
got onto the road Gabriel begin to cry and wonder how could she do this and then Christopher
looked at Gabriel and said, “you got to have thick skin.” Then Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan,
Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías along with Gabriel and Miguel, drive the rest
of the way back to the old movie ranch

When Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías along with
Gabriel and Miguel arrived at the movie ranch the rest of them came back with bad and money
and my way back just got out of the car and then the Tomás told us that we can go to sleep

The next Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías
along with Gabriel and Miguel, woke and Gabriel looked around and realize that she can’t be a
part of this group so Gabriel quietly left the old movie ranch and escaped to freedom
Now that Gabriel is back in society, she had to get a job so she can take care of herself.
As time when the babies were coming cos to deliver. All of a sudden it was time for me to go
into labor and I was rushed to the hospital to have my babies.
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After Gabriel had the baby, she had to find a job to care for myself and my children and she was
not going to get a job flipping burgers and cooking fries. Gabriel’s money fast and easy so i.e.
came across a strip club and then Gabriel had to find a babysitter to take care of my kids while
her money and Gabriel did not want to be a ward of the state and then she got to make money
and then Gabriel looked at the club and then she had another friend named Lucas

Who is in the gang and then she got me into the gang and then Gabriel had to earn her
stripe after she was jumping into the game by boys named Elian, Jacob, Camilo, Marcelo,
Esteban and I had to Fight Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah,
and Matías?
When Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías were finished
beating me up the leader of the game came to Gabriel and said, “you got heart, and don’t worry
we got your back. Then they took my babies to a warehouse and that is where I met the love of
my life, and he named was Miguel he was cute and he had five teardrops from the left side of his
eyes and then Miguel walked up to me Gabriel told him that she is single and the father of my
babies and my family threw Gabriel away like trash.” And then Miguel said, “we are your
family and family are there for what and if anybody messes with us, Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan,
Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah and Matías and will kill her and rob their families.” For the
first time, Gabriel felt loved.
Now that Gabriel is in the gang, I got to earn my stripe, and then she thought of the
person to earn it and then you're, member how the father of my girls deserted and Gabriel could
not get over and this time she is going to make him suffer and then my family went to go see the
father of my babies. When Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah,
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and Matías along with Gabriel and Miguel arrived at arrival gang member named Leo house
begin been shooting at his house and then he screamed for he led and then Gabriel him ten times.
After Leo was shot there in a pool of blood was oozing out like melted cheese we went
back to the warehouse and was the thing I earned my first stripe.
Throughout the week my family was robbed and killing people for anything we want and
Gabriel was taught that it was wrong, but where was my family where she needs them the
dehydrated when Gabriel needs them. She is happy that Gabriel got a family who will love her.
Now that Gabriel got an apartment thanks to the family who help me and took care of me
and she got the furniture for me and my children. Suddenly there was a knock on the door and
one of the members of the gang told Gabriel that we have to take on a situation because one of
our members was a trade with another gang member then we got our guns and went to go and
smoke the gang member and then Gabriel left the babies with a neighbor and went to help
When Sebastian, Liam, Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías
along with Gabriel and Miguel arrived at the location, they got out my gun and begin shooting
at the arrival gang member and then we drove off
Three weeks later it was on boy news and the number of gang members was dead,
including a boy that was graduating from high school with a high GPA he was not a member of
the gang when he was just innocent victim police begin to question people in the neighborhood
but nearby will come forward. The family of the dear teacher was crying and pleaded for people
to come forward and go to the police, and the parents are going to be fighting to get justice.
The next morning, Gabriel was in the kitchen feeding my babies and watching television
and then she begins playing there was a knock on the door and it was one of the Sebastian, Liam,
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Ian, Dylan, Mateo, Thiago, Lucas, Adrian, Noah, and Matías along with Gabriel and Miguel and
they told Gabriel to a party and she and my Miguel fell in love
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